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The SNIPERCAP gives the shooter mul�ple capabili�es

Functions

in a robust design that oﬀers protec�on for the objec�ve lens of a
riﬂe scope. In addi�on to oﬀering sealed water resistant protec�on,
it allows the user to adjust the aperture at the objec�ve lens. This
gives the shooter great tac�cal advantage in signature management
and light transmission.

Sunshade

In the fully open state, the SNIPERCAP func�ons as a compact sunshade.

Variable Aperture

By twis�ng the cap the user can vary the aperture from fully open to completely closed
depending on what the situa�on allows. There are ten poten�al aperture sizes with
tac�le clicks at each stop allowing the user to operate by feel. When in a tac�cal scenario
where the shooter must avoid detec�on, reducing the aperture virtually eliminates glint
oﬀ the objec�ve lens while s�ll allowing the shooter to view the target. The size of the
aperture can be adjusted based on ambient light condi�ons to balance the need for op�cal clarity and minimal glint.

Lens Protection

In the fully closed posi�on, the SNIPERCAP gives water-resistant protec�on for the objec�ve lens of the riﬂe scope. This oﬀers a major advantage over other protec�ve caps.
There are no ﬂip caps to be broken, and nothing to remove or get lost.

Coupler

If using an in-line night vision device, the SNIPERCAP can act as a coupler. Reducing the
aperture size reduces glare coming oﬀ the objec�ve lens from the night vision display and
in some cases completely seals around the ocular lens.

Features
+ CNC machined 6061 aluminum construc�on
+ Factory replaceable membrane
+ Directly threads on to scope
+ Sealed design
+ Textured grip
+ Tac�le clicks for aperture posi�on

Model*
SC-LP318
SC-SB56
SC-LPM151

Fits Scope
Leupold Mark 6 44 mm
Schmidt & Bender 56 mm
Leupold M151 Spo�ng

Length
42mm/1.65”
43mm/1.7”
53mm/2.1

Outer Diameter
57mm/2.25”
62mm/2.44”
71mm/2.8”

Weight
80g/2.85oz
90g/3.25oz
141g/5oz

* Other models are in development
* * Call for pricing
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